Wow...

This loving tribute to one of America's most beloved film actresses traces Taylor's career from precocious, pampered child star to full-fledged movie diva. It also recounts her glamorous life, her eight marriages, and her recent role as AIDS activist and fundraiser. With more than 100 full-color photographs, this superb illustrated biography provides an intimate look at a dazzling Hollywood personality.

My Personal Review:
I absolutely fell in love with this book!

Larissa Branin is a wonderful biographer of a wonderful actress. Many books I have read on Elizabeth Taylor are too judgemental, and really were just written so that the author could state what was on their minds, and not to portray the actress. Also, they either gush over Elizabeth pathetically, or viciously attack her. But Branin, simply takes us through Elizabeth's life, letting us make our own opinions. Some books have either too many pictures or too many small, insignificant details, but this book was perfect, and I was sad when it was over. An honest portrait of The Queen.

A beautiful Biography!!!
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